Unicycle robot is a non-holonomic, non-linear, static unbalance system that has the minimal number of point contact to the ground, therefore it is a perfect platform for researchers to study motion and balance control. This paper focuses on the dynamic modeling of unicycle robot. Two concepts used for modeling unicycle robot are: reaction wheel pendulum and inverted pendulum. The pitch axis is modeled as inverted pendulum and roll axis is modeled as reaction wheel pendulum. The unicycle yaw dynamics is not considered which makes derivation of dynamics relatively simple. For the roll controller, sliding-mode controller has been adopted and optimal methods are used to minimize switching-function chattering. For pitch controller, a Linear Quadratic Regulator controller has been implemented to drive the unicycle robot to follow the desired velocity trajectory.
Introduction
The interplay between robotics and control theory has a rich history extending back over half a century. Researches have been ongoing since the 1980s in the U.S, Europe and Japan. Various unicycle robots have been developed in number of studies and several control systems for these robots have been proposed. Dynamic model of Unicycle robot can be derived either by coupled [1] or decoupled modelling [2] methods. In coupled dynamic modelling method, the dynamic model of the robot has proven too complex to be implemented in real time. In this paper, a new unicycle robot is designed using decoupled dynamic modeling and a model based controller is designed to maintain balance and drives the unicycle robot to a desired location [2] [6] [10] . The dynamic characteristics of the roll and pitch axes are different, so two different controllers are designed for the roll axis balance and for the pitch axis control. Integral Linear quadratic regulator is designed for pitch axis control and Sliding mode control is applied to the roll axis [12] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces dynamic modeling of the unicycle robot. Section III describes about the control design and gives a detailed description on roll dynamics and pitch dynamics. Section IV includes the simulation results and discussion on results. Section V concludes the work. 
System modeling

Unicycle robot parameters
Dynamic parameters of the robot and Motor parameters are summarized in Table 1and Table 2 . The inertia of the robot, , , and have been taken from reference paper [2] and the motor parameters are provided by the manufactures. 
Dynamic model for pitch:
The dynamic model for the pitch axis was derived as an inverted pendulum in which the rotational disk and the robot body were viewed as a single object Diagram illustrates the robot coordinates used to derive the pitch dynamics. l represents the distance from the centre of the wheel to the mass centre of the compound object consisting of the rotation disk and the robot body. R w is the radius of the rotation wheel, while θ and ψ represent the rotational angle of the wheel and the pitch axis angle, respectively.
For the pitch axis dynamics, the mass of the rotation wheel and the compounded mass of the robot body-rotational disk compound object are defined as m w and m bd , respectively. The positioning vectors, 1 and 2 are defined from the origin to the centre of the rotational wheel and to the centre of mass, m bd respectively, as follows:
(1) The kinetic energy of the robot, T, is represented as (2) where , , , and are the inertias of wheel, the robot body-rotational disk compound object, and the motor armature, respectively, and n is the gear ratio.
The potential energy, V, can be represented as (3) Therefore, the Lagrangian, L, can be obtained as
Using Lagrangian equation , dynamic equations can be derived as
l is the torque generated by the motor at the rotational wheel, the torque applied to the pendulum, and this torque is opposite of the motor torque, that is, = − Actuator is a motor hence motor dynamics with robot dynamics is to be considered [4] , the dc motor torque T can be represented as (7) Where, n is gear ratio, is motor torque constant, is back emf constant, v is applied voltage to the motor, is motor resistance, is motor friction coefficient. 
State space equation for Pitch dynamics:
Linearization of dynamic equation is possible by using upright position condition, , and .
Linearized dynamic equation is given by,
By solving both equation state space equation for pitch dynamics is given by =
Where states are q=[ is Angle of wheel , is Angular velocity of wheel, is Pitch angle, is angular velocity of pitch.
is applied voltage to motor.
Dynamic model for roll
The roll dynamics are derived by viewing the unicycle robot as a reaction-wheel pendulum [9] in which the rotation wheel and the robot body are assumed to be a single body The kinetic energy of the robot, T, can be represented as (13) where, , J d and J b are the rotational inertia of the rotation plate and the rotational inertia of the robot body rotation wheel compound object, respectively. The potential energy V can be represented as (14) where g= 9.8 m/sec 2 .
Therefore, the Lagrangian, L, can be represented as
Using the Lagrange equation, roll dynamics can be represented as
where is the torque generated by the rotational disk motor and the torque applied to the pendulum, , has the same magnitude in the opposite direction, that is,
Let the states of system be q=[ ],
Where, is Angle of disc is Roll angle is Angular velocity of Disc is Angular velocity of roll
Controller design
LQR controller design
State equation is given by =AX+BU. The performance index [3] that needs to be minimized is given
Where X is a state vector ( ),Q is a positive semi definite matrix, R is positive definite matrix. The weights of Q matrix and R matrix are selected such that the control constraints and the state constraints are satisfied.
Matrix P can be solved from the equation (19). If there is a positive definite matrix P, the system would be stable. Then take the matrix P into the
K
The control solution using integral Linear Quadratic regulator (LQR) control strategy is obtained as through determining the matrix K in the feedback control 
Simulation Results for pitch dynamics
Unicycle robot is an inherently unstable system, hence no need of checking any open loop response of system. Here simulation output of pitch dynamics with Integral LQR controller is shown
Pitch Angle control of Unicycle robot
To check the system response for pitch angle error, an initial states of the system is set as q= [0 0 5 0] i.e., Unicycle robot is leaned an angle of . This lean angle is made by user before operating the unicycle robot. The simulation output shows that pitch error decreases and finally error comes to zero. a. b.
c. d. 
Tracking performance of a rotational wheel
For the stabilization of unicycle robot states are q=[ . To check the velocity tracking of Unicycle robot, a ramp signal of time period 25 seconds is applied for wheel angle ( Fig. 6(a) ). Fig.6(b) shows the pitch angle error of 8. 
Sliding Mode Controller design
The main objective of the controller is to track the roll angle a desired value. The tracking error can be written as ,
where, = 0
The first stage in SMC design is to define a sliding surface function,
S(t)=ke(t) + (25)
Based on error dynamics it can be written as ,
The control methodology used for obtaining control law is From the figure it can be concluded that controller is able to overcome initial roll error within 2 sec, and here chattering effect of maximum magnitude [3, -3] is in an acceptable limit. Also plot shows system is almost free from chattering after 2sec, So chattering reduction method is not employed. Figure (9) shows the SMC control input (U) required to overcome roll angle error in unicycle robot.
Conclusion
This paper discussed the model based controller design for decoupled dynamic system. Roll dynamics and pitch dynamics were considered separately for system modelling as their dynamic characteristics are different. Pitch dynamics was modelled based on inverted pendulum concept and roll dynamics was modelled based on reaction wheel pendulum concept. It is verified that the coupled dynamic model includes complex coupling terms between the roll and pitch axes, which implies that the unified control system provides better velocity control performance than the previously proposed decoupled control algorithm. For the pitch control, integral LQR controller is adopted which gives better steady state response than LQR controller. For the roll control, sliding mode controller is used. SMC is a robust controller, which overcomes coupling term effects and external noises during its operation. Simulations are done separately for both dynamics and it is found to meet desired performance and also satisfies the input constraints. 
